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A B S T R A C T

An overview of capacitive technologies based on carbon materials (energy storage in electrical double-layer
capacitors (EDLCs), capacitive deionization (CDI), energy harvesting, capacitive actuation, and potential
controlled chromatography) is presented. The review reveals the role of carbon for these scientific and industrial
purposes with disclosing the benefits and limitations of various nanostructured carbons for a certain
application. A special attention is placed on the electrical double-layer (EDL) formation mechanisms affected
by the porous texture of carbon and the electrode architecture. The importance of a careful selection of the
electrolytic solution for the EDL formation inside the intraparticle pores of carbon electrodes is also
enlightened.

1. Introduction

During the last fifty years, the worldwide industrial development
accompanied by improving wealth in emerging markets and growth of
the human population have driven a steadily increasing demand for
new energy and fresh water supplies. The emission of noxious gases
during fossil fuel consumption and the depletion of their reserves have
led to introduce renewables (sun and wind) in the energy mix.
Unfortunately, due to their intermittent character, the renewable
technologies are not able to ensure a real-time balance of electricity
supply [1]. Therefore, in order to adapt the energy delivery to the
demand and improve the energy efficiency, current researches are
focused on introducing energy-storage technologies which would meet
sustainability, environmental requirements and be cost-effective. What
is more, the automotive industry faces the challenge to reduce the
exhaust gases emission and amount of energy dissipated in urban areas
by internal combustion engine powered vehicles. Encouraging efficient
energy management should accelerate commercialization of the power-
train technologies to be applied in low carbon vehicles (LCV), fast-
charging infrastructures in the stations, wireless monitoring systems or
electricity load leveling in stationary and transportation systems. Apart
from energy related issues, another critical problem worldwide con-
cerns the shrinking access to potable water sources. It is commonly
known that sea or brackish water is not suitable to drink without being
desalinated. Therefore, alternative options to i.e. expensive vacuum
distillation processes, reverse osmosis and cogeneration desalination
plants, using either fossil fuels or nuclear power, are still highly sought

in order to meet the global needs for clean water with reduced carbon
footprint.

Electrochemical technologies are able to bring some response to the
issues related with efficient energy management, reduction of green-
house gases emissions and water desalination by utilizing the concept
of electrical double-layer (EDL) created at the surface of nanoporous
electrodes [2–4]. When an electrode is polarized, the ions of opposite
charge present in the electrolyte migrate to the electrode surface, where
they create an EDL [5]. The double-layer capacitance depends on the
electrode surface area able to accumulate electrical charge by pure
electrostatic forces and on the charge separation distance imposed by
dimensions of the charge carriers. Therefore, electrodes made from
nanostructured carbon materials (also called carbons further in the
text), characterized by a highly extended surface area and pores which
match with the size of electrolyte ions, are generally considered to be
capacitive [4,6–13]. The capacitive technologies include: i) capacitive
energy storage in electrical double-layer capacitors (EDLCs) [14,15]; ii)
capacitive energy harvesting where small amount of ambient energy is
captured, accumulated, and converted into electrical energy [16,17];
and iii) capacitive deionization (CDI) of sea or brackish water where the
salt ions are removed from the feed water, electrostatically held in the
EDL and released in a brine stream during discharge [18–20]. Besides,
the charge-dependent ions separation can be also employed in a new
type of liquid chromatography (called potential-controlled chromato-
graphy) to enhance the anolyte concentration or to introduce with-
holding of certain species [21]. What is more, the distribution of
electric charges within the porosity of carbon material entails changes
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of geometric surface area of the electrodes triggered by charging and
discharging, so-called capacitive actuation. The flexible capacitive
devices where the electrodes deformation is controlled by a voltage
stimulation can be used in soft robotics to make shape-changing robots
[22].

In this context, the paper reveals the benefits and limitations of
various nanostructured carbons, with a special attention to the charge
storage mechanism in EDLCs affected by the porous texture of carbon
electrodes. It then reviews the state-of-the-art of capacitive technolo-
gies based on carbon materials with discussing in some detail how the
double-layer concept is being utilized for their development.

2. Theory and basics of the electrical double-layer

Considering the capacitive technologies, the formation of an
electrical double-layer (EDL) at the electrode/electrolyte interface is
the cornerstone to provide energy storage, harvesting, water desalina-
tion, actuation and potential controlled chromatography. Over the last
two centuries, scientists have developed various models of the EDL
describing the phenomena which occur at the solid conductor-electro-
lyte boundary and in its vicinity. On the example of a negatively
polarized electrode, Helmholtz suggested that the interface consists of
two electrical layers which are: (i) electrons at the surface of the
electrode, (ii) and a monolayer of cations in the electrolytic solution
[23]. According to this double-layer model, the specific capacitance Cdl

is a constant value, according to formula (1):

C
ε ε S

d
=dl

r 0
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where S is the surface area of the electrode/electrolyte interface, εr is
the relative permittivity of the electrolyte, ε0 is vacuum permittivity (ε0
= 8.854·10−12 Fm-1), and d is the charge separation distance [14].
When considering flat surface electrodes where the average charge
separation distance is around 1 nm, the specific capacitance Cdl is in the
range of 30–70 μF cm−2 in the most commonly used solvents such as
water (for which the dielectric constant εr is ~ 80.1), acetonitrile (AN, εr
is ~ 37.5) and propylene carbonate (εr is ~ 64) [24]. However, Cdl at the
porous carbon surface/electrolyte interface is in the range of 5–20 μF
cm−2 due to various matching parameters (see Section 3) [25].

One of the shortcomings of the Helmholtz model is the assumption
of ion accumulation into a single plane along the electrode surface. It
does not take into account that, due to diffusion, ions do not
accumulate at the surface of the electrode but form a diffuse space
charge. Therefore, in the 1900s Gouy and Chapman formulated a
model according to which the capacitance depends also on the applied
potential and bulk ionic strength I [26], and is expressed by the Eq. (2):
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where κ−1 is the Debye-Hückel length (nm) described in Eq. (3):
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I is the ionic strength of the electrolyte (molm3), NA is the
Avogadro number, e is the elementary charge, T is the absolute
temperature (K), and k is the Boltzmann constant (1.3806488 10−23

J K-1).
More than twenty years later, Stern included in his model both a

compact and a diffuse layer [27], while Grahame divided this combined
Stern layer into two regions: (i) a layer of adsorbed ions at the surface
of the electrode, referred to as the inner Helmholtz plane (IHP) (ii) and
an outer Helmholtz plane (OHP) formed by the diffuse ions in the
vicinity of the electrode surface [28]. From the Grahame model, the
capacitance C of the double-layer is described by Eq. (4):

C C C
1 = 1 + 1
G H GC (4)

with CH corresponding to the specific capacitance of the Helmholtz’
compact double-layer, and CGC resulting from the diffuse layer
described by Gouy and Chapman.

For modern capacitive devices, this model is not applicable for
several reasons, especially because it does not take into account the
EDL structure in confined areas (e.g. micropores of porous carbons), or
steric effects in the diffuse layer occurring at high surface potentials.
Modern EDL models employ Donnan approximations for highly
confined geometries occurring in capacitive electrodes [29], condensed
layers and Bikerman lattice models to consider steric effects in the
diffuse layer [30,31], or a Frumkin-Butler-Volmer model of Faradaic
reaction kinetics coupled to EDL structure models for pseudocapacitive
behavior [32]. Another currently used model of the electrical double-
layer was described by Bockris, Devanathan and Müller (BDM model)
[33], and proposes that a water layer with aligned dipoles is present at
the surface of the electrode. Moreover, it is suggested that some water
molecules are displaced by specifically adsorbed ions (e.g., redox ions)
which can contribute to a pseudocapacitive effect. As presented on the
example of a negatively polarized electrode (Fig. 1), the inner
Helmholtz plane (IHP) passes through the centers of the specifically
adsorbed ions and solvent molecules, which are oriented parallel to the
electric field. Then, the outer Helmholtz plane (OHP) passes through
the solvated ions centers, which are outside the IHP. Behind the outer
Helmholtz plane, there is a diffuse layer region. The BMD model may
be extended to the charge-transfer reactions occurring in organic
electrolytes with polar solvents, for example, acetonitrile (AN), con-
tributing to the potential drop across the electrode/electrolyte plane.

As already mentioned, the energy storage in capacitive technologies
is based on the ability to store charge in the form of an EDL at the
surface of polarized electrodes. Therefore, many researches are focused
to increase the specific capacitance Cdl either by applying an electrolyte
of high permittivity, or by choosing an electrode material characterized
by an enhanced specific surface area S and low charge separation
distance d (see Eq. (1)). Compared to flat metal plates, porous carbon
electrodes are characterized by very high specific surface area (500–
3000m2 g−1) and extremely short charge separation distance (0.3–0.8
nm) at the electrode–electrolyte interface [34]. The slightly lower
conductivity of some carbon materials can be easily compensated by
using a good percolator and by an appropriate electrode manufacturing
process. Nevertheless, it is important to remember that many of the
EDL models consider the electrode surface not as a porous material but
as a flat plane. Furthermore, the gas molecule used (generally nitrogen)
to probe the pore volume and the electrolyte ions displays different size
and interaction with the material surface. Therefore, the approximately

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the BMD double-layer model on a negatively
polarized electrode (based on Ref. [33]).
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estimated specific surface area of porous electrodes evaluated by gas
adsorption, which is generally different from the active surface area
which takes part in EDL charging, cannot be directly considered for the
specific capacitance calculations.

3. Carbon electrode materials for capacitive applications

The performance of capacitive technologies is highly dependent on
the device design and operation parameters. Owing to a wide range of
allotropes, tunable and adjustable structure of nanopores, and con-
trollability of surface functionalities, carbons are the most frequently
used electrode materials for capacitive applications [35]. In addition,
the low atomic number qualifies carbon as a lightweight material; thus,
carbon-based systems are often characterized by high performance
normalized to mass (i.e. gravimetric capacitance). From the point of
view of economic and ecological aspects, the high natural abundance of
organic precursors and possibility to utilize renewable sources (i.e. food
wastes, agricultural residues) for manufacturing of electrodes are the
additional advantages of carbon materials [36–39].

An overview of several carbons applied for capacitive technologies
is presented in Fig. 2. A basic structural component of many carbon
allotropes, such as graphite, charcoal, and carbon nanotubes is
graphene. Graphene is a 2-D structured carbon material which exhibits
a flake-like shape (Fig. 2a) and, in theory, can provide specific surface
area of ca. 2630m2 g−1, yet in practice it is often below 500m2 g−1 for
graphene electrodes [40,41]. Graphene-based electrode materials can
be prepared with different macrostructural complexity, from free-
standing particles or dots, through fibers, yarn and films, to foams
and composites [42,43]. There has been a lot of attention given to the
multilayer graphene films on account of their tunable thickness,
structural flexibility, lightweight and electrical properties which fulfill
the essential qualities required for capacitive technologies employing
flexible devices [44]; besides, the high conductivity of graphene sheets
enables a low diffusion resistance, thus leading to enhanced power and
energy density [45,46]. Many research efforts have been dedicated to
exploring novel processing methods to obtain graphene-based films,
such as spin-coating, layer-by-layer deposition, vacuum filtration, and
interfacial self-assembly [47,48]. A critical issue entailing the decrease
of accessible surface area and reduction of ions diffusion rate is
agglomeration and restacking due to the strong π-π interactions

between the layers. Numerous attempts have been undertaken to break
this processing bottleneck, by using template-assisted growth of the
sheets or adding spacers between the graphene layers. Nevertheless,
incorporating guest nanoparticles into multilayered graphene also
limits the access of ions to the active surface on the graphene planes,
even if the bridges favor the reduction of graphene sheets aggregation
[49]. In this context, graphene-based macrostructures with 3-D net-
works, i.e., aerogels, graphene foams and sponges caught a recent
attention of researches interested in technologies dedicated to energy
storage, deionization and catalysis. The interconnected pores of various
size provide fast ion transport channels and relatively high surface
area, which are highly desirable for exploring high power and energy
density, and overall high capacitive performance. Recently, free-stand-
ing holey graphene frameworks (HGF), also called graphene nano-
mesh, with efficient ion transport pathways were reported [50]. HGF
can be prepared through hydrothermal reduction of graphite oxide
(GO) with simultaneous etching of graphene at around 200 °C, owing
to the presence of H2O2 molecules. Due to the formation of nanopores
in the graphene sheets, this 3-D self-assembled structure enables to
reach high capacitance values (298 F g-1 at 1 A g-1) in 1-ethyl-3-
methylimidazolium tetra-fluoroborate/acetonitrile (EMIMBF4/ACN).
Nevertheless, one has to realize that HGF is formed by removing a
large number of carbon atoms from graphitic planes, which actually
results in a material quite far from intact graphene.

When graphene is rolled-up to tubular 1-D nanostructures, single
wall (SWCNTs) or multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) are
created, containing either one or several graphene sheets, respectively
(Fig. 2b) [51]. Owing to their good mechanical and electrical properties
(conductivity ∼ 5000 S cm−1) [52,53], CNTs have been widely investi-
gated as electrode materials especially to enhance the power density in
electrochemical capacitors [54]. Carbon nanotubes are generally pro-
duced by catalyst assisted chemical vapor deposition (CCVD) using a
hydrocarbon feedstock, such as methane, acetylene and propylene [55],
creating cylinders which extend around hundreds of µm in the axial
direction [56]. Plasma etching is sometimes employed to properly open
the top end-caps of CNTs and allow the electrolyte access to their
otherwise inaccessible inner cavity [57]. Electrophoretic deposition
(EPD) has been explored for placing formerly grown CNTs onto a metal
current collector and to reduce the contact resistance. As a result,
impedance spectroscopy measurements on EDLCs using carbon nano-

Fig. 2. Transmission electron micrographs of various carbon nanomaterials used for capacitive applications: (a) multi-layer graphene nanoribbon [89]. (b) Multi-walled carbon
nanotube (MWCNT) [90]. (c) Carbon nanofibers from aligned electrospun polyacrylonitrile (PAN) [91]. (d) Carbon onions [92]. (e) Carbon black produced by incomplete combustion of
heavy petroleum products [93]. (f) Carbon black [69]. (g) Activated carbon (AC) from coconut shells [94]. (h) Carbide derived carbon (CDC) from PMMA templates [88].
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tubes mats as electrodes deposited on nickel foil current collectors in 6
moL L-1 KOH electrolyte reveal low equivalent series resistance (ESR)
(0.75Ω) and relatively high value of so-called knee frequency (the
transition point between the high-frequency component (inclined at
45°) and the low-frequency component (near vertical) region) [58]. The
reported knee frequency of around 7.6 kHz, compared to the values for
capacitors with CNT electrodes which are generally much lower than
0.1 Hz, demonstrates the improved power capabilities of EDLCs using
carbon nanotubes films deposited by electrophoretic deposition. In
order to produce much thicker carbon fibers than CNTs, alternative
methods, such as electrospinning of polyacrylonitrile (PAN, Fig. 2c)
followed by carbonization, were introduced. Depending on the synth-
esis conditions and thermal treatment procedure, carbon fibers from
PAN are characterized by a variable degree of carbon ordering [59,60].

Capacitive nanomaterials can be also found among quasi 0-dimen-
sional (0-D) carbon particles. Whereas buckminster fullerites them-
selves are not attractive for capacitive applications because of their
semiconductive nature [61], carbon onions, also called carbon nano-
onions (CNOs) or onion-like carbons (OLCs), which contain concentric
spherical carbon shells (Fig. 2d) of fullerene-like or polyhedral
nanostructure have been explored for capacitive technologies [62].
Carbon onions are commonly synthesized by few-step graphitization of
nanodiamonds at very high temperatures (> 1700 °C) in inert atmo-
sphere or under vacuum [63]. The specific surface area of the resulting
CNOs (up to 400–600m2 g-1) is fully accessible to ions [64], whereas
their nanoscopic size (< 10 nm in diameter) and 0-D structure enable
easy dispersion, as compared to 1-D nanotubes and 2-D graphene [65].
However, due to their high cost and low capacitance (around 50 F g-1 in
H2SO4 and 40 F g-1 in Et4N-BF4/ACN) [64,66] resulting from low
specific surface area, CNOs are rather used as conductive additive to
carbon based electrodes than primary active material for high-power
EDLCs.

If one is interested in a high surface area material while keeping the
spherical shape, carbon black (CB) produced by incomplete combus-
tion of heavy petroleum products (fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) tar,
ethylene cracking tar or coal tar) offers even more than 1500m2 g−1

[67,68]. The porosity in this case is due to the agglomeration of
nanoparticles with size ranging from 10 to 50 nm (Fig. 2e), creating an
external SSA which is much larger than the value typically revealed by
CB (below 100m2 g−1) consisting of multi-walled carbon spheres in
necklace-like arrangement (Fig. 2f) [69]; yet, the agglomeration of
small particles in chains results in good electrical conductivity of the
latter CB which is often used as additive to carbons with non-ordered
nanostructure.

The by far most commonly used type of carbon material for
capacitive technologies is particulate and nanoporous activated carbon
(AC), which can be recognized as a complex and disordered agglom-
eration of nano-scale units (Fig. 2g) [6]. The units are constituted of
graphene layers randomly oriented and strongly cross-linked, imped-
ing the movement of the layers to a more parallel arrangement [70],
and sometimes involve single fragments of curved and faceted gra-
phene layers connected with each other [71,72]. Activated carbons are
the most commonly used materials for capacitive applications, owing
essentially to their low cost, versatility of porous texture, high
conductivity and high specific capacitance [6]. Generally, ACs have
specific surface area of 1500–2000m2 g−1; however, many activated
carbons have lower SSA, yet their amount of micropores allows high
capacitance to be obtained [67]. The final properties of ACs are strongly
influenced by the nature of precursors and conditions of the activation
process, and whether’so-called’ chemical or physical removal of carbon
is employed. The common natural organic precursors for activated
carbon synthesis include: coal, peat, fruit stones, nut shells, wood,
petroleum coke, pitch, lignite, starch, sucrose, corn grain, leaves, coffee
grounds, straw etc [73,74]. In general, carbonized samples from
natural organic precursors have a relatively low porosity with a large
number of interstices which block the pore entrances. Therefore, the

pre-carbonized products must be further physically or chemically
activated in order to open the porosity and to create new pores.
Physical activation is conducted by gasification of pre-carbonized chars
at temperatures ranging from 700 to 1000 °C, in the presence of an
oxidizing gas (such as CO2, steam, air or a mixture of these gases),
which increases the pore volume and surface area of the material by a
controlled carbon burn-off. The production of ACs by chemical activa-
tion, carried out at slightly lower temperatures (∼ 400–700 °C),
involves the reaction of a precursor or a char with a chemical reagent
(such as KOH, ZnCl2 or H3PO4) [75–77]. As reported, by activation
with potassium hydroxide, it is possible to obtain ACs with BET specific
surface area up to 3500m2 g−1 [78]. Nonetheless, to remove the
residual reactants as well as any inorganic residues (e.g., ash) which
originate from the carbon precursor or are introduced during prepara-
tion, post-activation washing is always required. Although it is gen-
erally believed that the activation process is required to open the pores
of carbonized precursors, carbons with well-developed porosity and
good capacitance values, as well as reproducible properties can be also
obtained by simple one-step carbonization of synthetic polymers, e.g.,
through a rapid microwave heating of polypyrrole (PPy) [79,80].
Recently, it has been also presented that self-activation can proceed
during the carbonization of appropriate biomass precursors, e.g.,
tobacco [38] or seaweeds [81,82], where the second stage of chemical
or physical activation is unnecessary. Owing to the presence of
naturally embedded group I and II elements (such as potassium,
calcium, magnesium, sodium), carbonization and self-activation of
the precursor occur simultaneously during the thermal treatment.

Another form of nanoporous carbon particles, namely carbide-
derived carbons (CDCs), is synthesized by dry chlorine treatment of
non-organic precursors, such as carbides and carbonitrides [83]. CDCs
appear as attractive materials for capacitive technologies, when high
SBET (up to 3100m2 g−1) is researched [84,85]. For tailoring CDCs with
ordered pore architectures, soft- or hard-templating methods are
employed with using amphiphilic structure-directing agents or solid-
state templates, respectively [86,87]. However, if one does not want to
deal with organic solvents and surfactants, or avoid the additional
synthesis steps for template removal, other alternatives for formation
of micro- and mesoporous templated carbons can be proposed. For
instance, CDCs can be tailored by applying a templating method based
on the simultaneous thermal decomposition of poly(methyl methacry-
late) (PMMA) (the pore forming material) and conversion of a
polycarbosilane polymer precursor into silicon carbide, followed by
silicon elimination under chlorine gas at high temperature (Fig. 2h)
[88].

Many review articles discuss the particular issue of ensuring low
cost of carbon materials for charge storage-based technologies while
keeping high capacitance/capacity per unit volume or mass [4,6–
13,41,95–97]. To find the most proper carbon material for a certain
capacitive application, it is important to thoroughly review the set of
specific requirements. For example, if one is interested in improving
the ion transport rate, materials with a large external surface area (such
as graphene or carbon onions) should be preferred to provide a
transport pathway [95]. When considering energy efficient water
desalination with flowable carbon suspension electrodes, the particle
shape, viscosity, and agglomeration behavior become key factors to
consider [98].

An important aspect for an appropriate selection of carbons for
capacitive applications is closely connected with the porous texture
(specific surface area, pore volume, size and shape of pores, tortuosity).
A high porosity is beneficial, and the pores must be large enough to
accommodate ions (at least in the desolvated state for electrolyte
systems employing solvents, or along the short axis for solvent-free
ionic liquids). According to the IUPAC classification, there are three
main kinds of pores: (i) micropores (with diameter < 2 nm), mesopores
(diameter from 2 to 50 nm) and macropore (diameters > 50 nm) [99].
It was already shown that the micropores accommodate more ions
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[100,101], while the mesopores do not take part in the actual
adsorption processes, but allow the ions to be transported to the
micropores [102–104].

Adsorption of a gaseous medium (most commonly nitrogen) at a
fixed temperature (N2: −196 °C, CO2: 0 °C) is the most frequently
employed method to investigate the porosity of carbon electrodes.
Their porous characteristics are estimated from the adsorption (or
desorption) isotherm, using a model of the sorption process [105–
107]. In highly porous electrodes, adsorption may occur via a pore
filling mechanism rather than by the surface coverage only (as it is
assumed by the Langmuir and Brunauer-Emmett-Teller theory (BET)
[108]). In such cases, the application of the BET equation can lead to
unrealistically high surface-area (SBET) estimations. Furthermore,
many authors in the literature assume that the surface area of the
electrode/electrolyte interface in Eq. (1) is equivalent to the BET
surface area of the electrode material, and thereby overestimate the
values of gravimetric capacitance in the narrow pores (see also Section
4.1) [109,110]. More and more often, the regularized density func-
tional theory (DFT) is taken into consideration as a more accurate way
to correlate capacitance with specific surface area (SSA). In this model,
adsorption and capillary condensation in pores of slit-shaped geometry
(or other geometries, like mixed slit/cylindrical) is assumed [111].
More advanced approaches even consider the complementary informa-
tion from sorption isotherms of different gases (e.g., CO2 and N2)
combined with 2D-NLDFT models.

Fig. 3 shows that the gravimetric capacitance of a series of activated
carbons (ACs) and carbon blacks increases almost linearly with the
BET specific surface area up to ≈ 1500m2 g-1, and then for carbons
with higher activation degree a plateau connected with porosity
saturation is visible [112]. For the same carbons, the proportionality
region of capacitance with SDFT is more extended than when using
SBET, but still for SDFT higher than 1200m2 g-1 saturation can be
observed (Fig. 3). The saturation of capacitance is associated with the
decrease of pore wall thickness due to the increase in activation degree
[112]. When approaching the screening length of the electric field
(δSC), the adjacent space charge regions in the pores start to overlap,
which basically leads to incomplete charge screening. It is important to
remember that the capacitive performance is not only the consequence
of particles porosity, but also electrode architecture and film thickness.
The fast ion transport optimization enabled by using nanometer-sized
carbon particles [113], very thin electrodes of micrometer-sized carbon
particles [114] or carbons with hierarchical porous structure [115],
also has an important impact on ions electrosorption.

Carbon may also be used as secondary phase, e.g., to serve as
conductive additive in order to enhance the charge distribution
efficiency through the electrode material. Unless the specific capaci-

tance of the additive is equal or even higher than that of the active
carbon electrode material, a deterioration of the composite electrode
performance is always observed after admixing any conductive additive
[67]. This statement relates to the equilibrium capacitance (the double-
layer capacitance at low scan rate or low current density) and reflects
the numeric decrease in specific pore volume and specific surface area
available for storing the electrosorbed ions.

Improving carbon conductivity on a particle-level is another
strategy to enhance the electrochemical performance [116,117].
Thus, doping carbons with heteroatoms, such as nitrogen, boron,
sulfur, or phosphorous has been extensively studied [118–120].
However, it is important to note that a decreased electrical conductivity
was also found for some carbon nanotubes after doping with nitrogen
[121]. Additionally, the interaction of ions with doped carbon surfaces
may lead to enhanced double-layer capacitance [122], and redox-active
surface sites [123] may also appear and be used for enhanced energy
storage and recovery beyond capacitive ion electrosorption processes.
There are nevertheless examples where a high amount of electroche-
mically active heteroatoms may severely lower the salt removal
capacity efficiency for CDI [124]. Therefore, it is always important to
balance the requirement for a certain capacitive application, bearing in
mind that the high capacitance/capacity per unit volume or mass is a
crucial, but not only issue. More information about specific details and
guidelines for selecting preferable carbon materials for a certain
technology will be provided in the following sections.

4. Electrical double-layer capacitors (EDLC)

4.1. Introduction

Contrary to conventional capacitors (such as electrolytic capacitors)
which contain a dielectric material sandwiched between two electrodes
facing each other, electrical double-layer capacitors (EDLCs) use the
electrical double-layer to accomplish nanoscale charge separation
[14,15]. In general, EDLCs are made from two identical porous carbon
electrodes separated by a membrane soaked with the electrolyte. When
the device is connected to a power supply, an equal amount of positive
and negative charges is distributed between the positive and negative
electrodes (Fig. 4). Therefore, the device is equivalent to two capacitors
of capacitance C+ and C- and resistance Rf+ and Rf- in series Due to this
series arrangement, the capacitance C of the device is given by Eq. (5):

C C C
1 = 1 + 1

+ − (5)

Since the capacitance of the two carbon electrodes is generally
different (even in a symmetric capacitor), according to Eq. (5), the

Fig. 3. Gravimetric capacitance vs (a) BET and (b) DFT specific surface area of a series of ACs and carbon blacks (adapted from [112]).
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capacitance of the device is determined by the electrode with the
smallest capacitance.

The key feature of EDLCs and any capacitive system is a linear
capacitor-like correlation between voltage and charge, which is in
contrast to battery-like systems. The capacitor-like behavior can be
maintained even when faradaic processes (i.e., redox reactions) occur,
and it is generally referred to as pseudocapacitance [125,126].

In order to determine the capacitance of the system, galvanostatic
charge/discharge (GCPL) is usually performed, with measuring the
voltage variation as a function of time. For an ideal EDLC, the cell
capacitance is expressed by formula (6):

C IΔt
ΔU

=cell (6)

where I is the applied current (A), Δt – the discharge or charge time (s)
and ΔU is the change in voltage (V) corrected from the Ohmic drop.
When the profile of galvanostatic discharge deviates from linearity, the
capacitance has to be calculated from the total stored energy [127,128].

If both electrodes display comparable capacitance, formula (7) can
be applied to calculate the specific capacitance (F g−1) of a single
electrode:

C
C

m
=

2
0.5el

cell

el (7)

where mel is the total mass of electrodes (g).
Since the charge storage in EDLCs is based on ions electrosorption

inside the pores, the textural properties of electrodes have a very high
impact on the capacitive performance of these devices. Therefore, in
order to better understand the behaviour of ions in the porosity of
carbons and to design proper electrode materials for EDLCs, electro-
lytes with a well-defined ion size such as ILs are generally used to
analyse the mechanism of charge storage. However, even if carbon
materials with well-tailored pores are applied, the charge accommoda-
tion in the porosity of the two electrodes may occur differently than
assumed, due to different size of cations and anions and eventual
addition of solvent for improving the transport properties. Therefore,
studies attempting to reveal the different charge storage mechanisms of
the neat/solvated ions in carbon/carbon EDLCs will be presented in
the following section.

4.2. Charge storage mechanisms in EDLCs with porous carbon
electrodes

The EDL composition and rearrangement of electrolyte species on
the electrode surface under polarization is different for nanoporous
carbon electrodes and for flat metal plates. As already mentioned in
Section 3, the surface area of the electrode/electrolyte interface in Eq.
(1) cannot be substituted by the BET specific surface area (SBET)
calculated from nitrogen adsorption at −196 °C [129,130], where
adsorption may occur not only via surface coverage but also by pore
filling mechanism. In addition, the nitrogen probe has a different size
as compared to electrolytes ions, and the driving forces are different for
nitrogen adsorption and ions electrosorption. Moreover, it has been
demonstrated that the claimed increase of normalized capacitance
(capacitance divided by specific surface area) in pores smaller than 1
nm versus average micropore size L0 for TiC-derived carbons using
tetraethylammonium tetrafluoroborate in acetonitrile (Et4N-BF4/ACN)
[131], depends on the model used for determining the specific surface
area [132]. Indeed, SBET was compared with the average surface area
Sav of 42 microporous carbons (including carbide-based carbons and
monoliths to exclude any blurring of the binder in the determination of
Sav) with L0 between 0.66 and 1.65 nm [132]. Sav was calculated by
combining the Dubinin-Radushkevich equation (SDR) [133], the den-
sity functional theory (SDFT), the Kaneko's comparison plot on nitrogen
adsorption isotherms at −196 °C (Scomp) [134,135] and phenol immer-
sion enthalpy (Sphenol) [136,137]. The comparison revealed that SBET
and Sav are similar to each other only for pores width of ~ 0.9 nm; for
pores broader than 0.9 nm, the specific surface area of carbons is
overestimated by the BET model, whereas it is underestimated for
pores narrower than 0.9 nm. As a consequence, C/SBET increases when
L0 decreases (Fig. 5a), as already claimed in Ref. [131], reaching an
outstanding value of 0.15 Fm-2 at L0 = 0.7 nm. However, when the
capacitance is normalized by using S> 0.63 nm = Stot – S< 0.63, where Stot
is the average value of SDR, Scomp and Sphenol, and S< 0.63 is the surface
inaccessible for the oblate spheroidal Et4N

+ desolvated cation with
equatorial diameter of 0.63 nm [138] (instead of the polar diameter of
0.67 nm [139] generally considered for Et4N

+), the normalized
capacitance C/ S> 0.63 nm does not depend significantly on the average
micropore size L0 (Fig. 5b).

Even if the aforementioned debate clearly illustrates that inap-
propriate data manipulation can lead to contradictory conclusions
regarding normalized capacitance, it should not hide more important
information. Indeed, considering the diameter of ACN-solvated Et4N

+

(1.3 nm) and BF4
- (1.16 nm) and the striking high capacitance values

observed with carbons having 0.7–0.8 nm pores diameter closer to the
size of desolvated Et4N

+ (0.67 nm) and BF4
- (0.48 nm) [139], Vix-

Guterl et al. have been the first to suggest that, under electric
polarization, ions are at least partly desolvated in micropores [4].
Later, desolvation of ions has been directly confirmed by nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) on AC electrodes extracted from capacitors
charged up to different voltage values in the Et4N-BF4/ACN electrolyte.
The molar proportions of Et4N

+ (nEt4N / nEt4N+nBF4) and BF4
- (nBF4 /

nEt4N+nBF4) and the relative amount of ACN vs. total amount of
electrolyte species (nACN / nACN+nEt4N+nBF4) in the two electrodes
after polarization at various voltages are shown in Fig. 6 [141]. Owing
to charging, the Et4N

+ cations in the positive electrode are replaced by
BF4

- anions, while the amount of solvent molecules remains nearly
constant up to 4.0 V. Simultaneously, in the negative electrode, small
anions are replaced by larger cations, while the ACN concentration
decreases and becomes negligible at 2.7 V (i.e., no ACN molecules are
left in the micropores of the AC-based electrode). So, it can be clearly
seen that the solvent has an important responsibility in the composi-
tion of the EDL and in its further instabilities when applying low
cathodic or high anodic polarization.

To provide a detailed view on the storage mechanisms Fig. 7a
presents in-pore ions population determined by in-situ NMR at

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the charged state of a symmetric electrical double-
layer capacitor using porous carbon electrodes and its simplified equivalent circuit
(adapted from [6]).
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different charged states of a single activated carbon electrode (YP50F)
in 1.5mol L-1 PEt4-BF4/ACN [142]. When the electrode is positively
polarized (from 0 to 1.5 V vs. carbon), charging occurs essentially by
ion-exchange (counter-ion adsorption accompanied by simultaneous
co-ion desorption from the pores, where counter-ions and co-ions are
defined as having charge with opposite and same sign as the electrode,
respectively) [143–145]. In contrast, when the electrode is negatively
charged (from 0 to −1.5 V vs. carbon), the anions population inside the
micropores does not change, while the cations continue to be accom-
modated (so called perm-selective cation adsorption). Interestingly, the
same phenomenon was observed for different electrolyte concentra-
tions (1.5, 0.75 and 0.5mol L-1 PEt4-BF4 in ACN) [142], suggesting
that the amount of solvent does not dictate the charging mechanism,
but that solvent species only accompany the adsorbed ions.

Variation in compositional changes inside the electrode depending
on the amount of stored charge can be also investigated by in-situ
electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance (EQCM) based on analys-
ing the electrode mass change per unit area when a constant potential
sweep is applied [146,147]. The obtained results are usually compared
with the theoretical mass change calculated from Faraday's law when
adsorption of neat counter-ions takes place. EQCM studies on a CDC
electrode in 2mol L-1 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluorometha-
nesulfonyl)imide in acetonitrile (EMI-TFSI/ACN) electrolyte have
shown the much greater than expected mass change of the negative

electrode (domain I in Fig. 7b) [146]. Since anions are left in the pores
of the negative carbon electrode, the total electronic charge is balanced
by an excess of cations via the perm-selective counter-ion adsorption,
as revealed by NMR (Fig. 7a) [142]. When the electrode is positively
polarized (domain II), the measured electrode mass change is smaller
than the theoretical mass expected for pure counter-ion adsorption,
indicating an ion-exchange [146,148], i.e. the slightly heavier cations
(EMI+) are desorbed from the pores of the positive electrode, while the
lighter anions (TFSI-) are adsorbed. For charge densities larger than
0.001 C cm-2, the counter-ion adsorption mechanism is dominant and
the mass of the positively charged electrode starts to increase. For the
high charge densities (domain III), the slope of the measured mass
change becomes parallel to the theoretical one, owing to pure counter-
ion adsorption.

The different charging mechanisms for negative and positive
polarization can be also revealed by analyzing the increase of electrodes
volume, using electrochemical dilatometry [149,150]. Fig. 8 shows the
dimensional changes of a carbon black (BP2000) electrode in 1-ethyl-
3-methyl-imidazolium tetrafluoroborate (EMI-BF4), with and without
ACN, during positive (0 to 1.7 V vs. carbon) and negative polarization
(0 to −2.0 V vs. carbon) by cyclic voltammetry (Fig. 8a and b) [151].
The larger relative dilatation observed in Fig. 8c and d for negative
polarization than for positive one confirms that additional species are
accommodated during charging under negative polarization.

Fig. 5. Variation of normalized capacitance in Et4N-BF4/ACN vs average micropore size for a variety of porous carbons (black squares) and carbon monoliths (green circles) with pore
widths around 0.7 nm: (a) normalized to BET specific surface area; (b) normalized to S> 0.63 nm = Stot – S< 0.63 specific surface area (Stot is the average value of SDR, Scomp and Sphenol; S <

0.63 is the surface area of micropores in the ranges 0.33–0.41 and 0.41–0.63 nm obtained by N2 adsorption and immersion enthalpy calorimetry, respectively) (adapted from [140]).

Fig. 6. Molar proportions of Et4N
+ (nEt4N / nEt4N+nBF4) and BF4

- (nBF4 / nEt4N+nBF4) and the relative amount of ACN (observed after drying, therefore adsorbed or solvating) vs. total
amount of electrolyte species (nACN / nACN+nEt4N+nBF4) in (a) positive electrode and (b) negative electrode calculated from NMR spectra recorded after polarization of a symmetric
carbon/carbon EDLC at various voltages for 30min (adapted from [141]).
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Nevertheless, the impact of different size of cations and anions on
dilatation of polarized electrodes should not be neglected. It is also
interesting to remark that, during negative charging, the relative strain
increases from 3.4% to 4.2% after adding ACN to the ionic liquid, while
solvent addition almost does not affect the dimensional changes for the
positive electrode (expansion from 0.8% to 1.0%) (Fig. 8c and d) [151].
It suggests that the additional mass changes appearing especially for
the negative electrode (as observed in Fig. 7b) are not only attributed to
additional ions which accommodate in the electrodes pores but also to

some solvent molecules accompanying the adsorbing ions.
The strong change in the ratio of cations and anions in the pores of

electrodes has also a significant influence on the thermo-physical
behavior of ionic liquids in the pores. The low temperature electro-
chemical studies in three-electrode cell (working electrode (WE),
counter electrode (CE) and carbon reference electrode) performed by
polarizing the WE positively (up to around 0.2 V vs carbon reference)
and negatively (down to around −0.2 V vs carbon reference) and
monitoring the CE potential vs reference, revealed different freezing

Fig. 7. (a) In-pore ions population per gram of single activated carbon electrode (YP50F) in 1.5mol L-1 PEt4-BF4/ACN at different charged states of the electrode determined from the
deconvoluted NMR intensities (adapted from Ref. [142]). (b) Electrode mass change vs charge measured by EQCM during polarization of carbide-derived carbon with 1 nm average
pores size (CDC-1nm) in 2mol L-11-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide in acetonitrile (EMI-TFSI/ACN) (adapted from Ref. [146]).

Fig. 8. (a, b) Cyclic voltammograms (1mV s-1) of a carbon black (BP2000) electrode in EMI-BF4 with (right) and without (left) acetonitrile; (c, d) Respective relative electrode expansion
[151].
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and thawing of a mixture of 1-butyl-3-methyl and 1-ethyl-3-methyl
imidazolium tetrafluoroborate (10 wt% BMI-BF4 in EMI-BF4) in the
two carbon electrodes [152]. The asymmetric profile of current signal
observed during cycling at −20 °C (Fig. 9) is probably the result of vast
differences in the anions and cations mobility. Furthermore, it can be
seen that when the WE is negatively polarized (blue region in Fig. 9),
the anions are still mobile at −20 °C being adsorbed in the pores of the
positive electrode (observed as an increase of the measured CE
potential). When the WE is positively polarized (red region in Fig. 9),
the steric effects of cations and the overall high viscosity of the
electrolyte at low temperature result in much lower measured CE
potential than the theoretical one exhibited for an ideal EDLC. It is
noteworthy that the crystallization of EMI-BF4 is partially hindered in
the applied conditions by adding BMI-BF4 with a long cation alkyl
chain [153].

To improve the power performance of IL-based EDLCs at low
temperatures, binary mixtures of ionic liquids can be applied to reduce
the melting temperature. For example, a mixture of N-methyl-N-
propylpiperidinium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide (PIP13-FSI) and N-butyl-
N-methylpyrrolidinium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide (PYR14-FSI) in
0.5:0.5 M ratio enables to extent the liquid state of the electrolyte
down to −80 °C, whereas the melting points of the separate constitu-
ents are 6 °C and −18 °C for PIP13-FSI and PYR14-FSI, respectively

[154]. Besides, a proper design of the carbon electrode, where e.g., the
EDL is formed on the outer surface of carbon nanoparticles can reduce
the ion transfer limitations at low temperatures. On the way of
combining these two strategies, the application of binder-free electro-
des made of vertically aligned carbon nanotubes (VA-CNTs) enables an
EDLC with the (PIP13-FSI)0.5(PYR14-FSI)0.5 mixture to operate in the
temperature range from −50 °C to +100 °C [155]. Owing to the large
intertube distance which enhances the electrochemical accessibility of
the electrolyte to the VA-CNTs surface, the capacitance value (C/C20 °C)
at −50 °C is close to 1 while applying a potential scan rate of 5mV s-1.
Once again, these results emphasize the importance of a proper design
of the carbon electrode architecture in conjunction with the electrolyte
formulation for extending the operating range of EDLCs and adapting
these devices for specific applications under extreme climatic condi-
tions.

Since a careful selection of the electrolytic solution is also important
when considering the possible operating voltage and capacitance
properties of EDLCs, the following paragraphs will introduce studies
revealing that trapping of electrolytic species from aqueous solutions in
the porosity of negative AC electrodes results in, e.g., pH variations,
and reaching larger electrochemical window than for the standard
water-based electrolytes. Furthermore, reactions involving redox-active
electrolyte species such as hydroquinone/p-benzoquinone (HQ/BQ) or
iodide/iodine (2I-/I2) couples at the surface of positive AC electrodes
will be presented as an interesting option to increase capacitance and
consequently the energy density.

4.3. Hydrogen electrosorption in the pores of the negative electrode

In recent years, the number of researches on electrochemical
capacitors (ECs) in aqueous electrolytes has tremendously increased,
as the systems based on these media are much more environmentally
friendly than EDLCs employing organic solvents and can be produced
at very low cost. Indeed, while implementing non-aqueous electrolytes,
all components (carbon material, separator, electrolyte itself) need to
be well-dried and assembled in moisture free atmosphere in order to
ensure a long life span of the system, whereas drying is not required in
case of aqueous electrolytes, enabling the cost of the final device to be
dramatically lowered [156]. However, when considering the formula of
the usable energy E:

E C U= 1
2 cell

2
(8)

where Ccell is the cell capacitance (F g-1) (as calculated from Eq. (6))
and U is the operating voltage (V), the low thermodynamic stability of

Fig. 9. Imposed working electrode (WE) potential, theoretical and measured counter
electrode (CE) potential, and current evolution during cycling at 10mV s-1 of a carbon
black (BP2000) working electrode in 10 wt% BMI-BF4 in EMI-BF4 at −20 °C (adapted
from Ref. [152]).

Fig. 10. (a) Potential-pH diagram indicating the thermodynamic limits of water marked by the two diagonal lines (based on [163]); (b) three-electrode cyclic voltammograms (2mV s-1)
of activated carbon electrode in 6mol L-1 KOH, 1mol L-1 H2SO4 and 0.5mol L-1 Na2SO4 [161].
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water (Fig. 10a) is a major disadvantage of aqueous electrolytes. In
theory, the reachable potential window of aqueous solutions is 1.23 V
[157]. Practically, when porous carbon electrodes are used in ECs with
the electrolytes traditionally implemented in aqueous electrochemical
energy storage systems, e.g., H2SO4 and KOH, the usable potential
window is generally less than 1 V [158–161]. By contrast, roughly twice
larger potential window has been lately demonstrated when using
neutral aqueous electrolytes, as shown by the three-electrode cyclic
voltammograms of AC in 0.5mol L-1 Na2SO4 (Fig. 10b) [158–161]. In
the later medium, voltage values as high as 1.6 V were then found for
AC/AC ECs [81,161] and even 2 V when using 1mol L-1 Li2SO4 [162].

Such enhancement of the operating potential window has been
attributed to the high over-potential for di-hydrogen evolution at the
negative electrode, when compared to the thermodynamic limit of
water reduction (lower diagonal in Fig. 10a) [164]. Indeed, under
negative polarization, electrons are supplied to carbon and lead to the
formation of nascent hydrogen and hydroxyl anions, according to Eq.
(9) [165]:

H O e H OH+ → +2
− − (9)

With highly porous electrodes, the trapped OH- species are unable
to leave the pores rapidly via diffusion or electro-migration, causing
higher pH in intraparticle pores of the negative electrode than on its
outer surface. Hence, according to the Nernst equation for the
reduction equilibrium of water (10) [166]:

E pH= − 0.059H2 (10)

the pH increase in the porosity causes a shift of the thermodynamic
potential to lower values [164]. Such in-situ pH variations were
confirmed on the surface of a carbon electrode when cathodic charging
at −500 mA g-1 is applied, using 0.5mol L-1 Na2SO4 electrolytic
solutions of various initial pH by adding small amounts of 1mol L-1

H2SO4 or 1mol L-1NaOH (Fig. 11) [167]. After 12 h of continuous
cathodic charging, the pH reaches a value of ~ 11 for all the electrolytic
solutions, except for the one with starting pH = 2, for which the value
remains unchanged. The pH increase in the medium with initial pH = 4
is associated with either the formation of OH- or reduced amount of
H3O

+, according to formula (11) [165]:

H O e H H O+ → +3
+ −

2 (11)

Considering the electrolytic solution with pH = 2, the reduction
according to Eq. (11) results in a negligible pH increase, due to the
excessive amount of hydronium ions adsorbed on the carbon surface.

Fig. 12 shows the three-electrode cyclic voltammograms of an
activated carbon electrode in 1mol L-1 Li2SO4, where each scan is

obtained by shifting the negative vertex potential to lower value. At
vertex potential higher than (or close to) the thermodynamic limit of
water reduction, e.g., −0.35 V vs. NHE, only a capacitive current is
recorded and the CVs have a rectangular shape characteristic of EDL
charging. With decreasing of the negative vertex potential, a negative
current leap appears, which is attributed to the formation of nascent
hydrogen (Eq. (9)) and its chemisorption at the surface of pores (Eq.
(12)) [168,169]

C H CH+ → ad (12)

Then, a peak related to hydrogen desorption appears during the
anodic scan at around 0.4 V vs. NHE [164]. Owing to the aforemen-
tioned over-potential, the negative vertex potential beyond which
gaseous di-hydrogen starts evolving on activated carbon electrode in
1mol L-1 Li2SO4 is ca. −0.6 V vs. NHE (as observed by the oscillations
due to bubbling on the CVs in Fig. 12). Hence, the high reversibility of
the hydrogen chemisorption process provides an interesting option of
Faradaic contribution in addition to the EDL capacitance. Activated
carbons can store reversibly up to 2 wt% of hydrogen formed by
electrochemical reduction of water under ambient pressure and
temperature conditions [170–174].

Interestingly, hydrogen chemisorption was also evidenced for
porous carbon electrodes in presence of a protic ionic-liquid (PIL),
e.g., [(C2H5)3N

+H][TFSI-] [176]. When the potential of a carbon
electrode in PIL with low water content (< 20 ppm) is decreased, the
[(C2H5)3N

+H] cation is reduced, and the produced nascent hydrogen is
chemisorbed in the porosity of AC. In the presence of a higher amount
of water (150 to 1000 ppm), the hydrogen storage mechanism involves
hydronium cations (formed by the reaction of H2O with [(C2H5)3N

+H])
which serve as nascent hydrogen source (see Eq. (11)). The hydrogen
recombination leading to H2 evolution (the so-called Tafel reaction) is
more favored if water is present in the electrolyte than with the dry PIL
(< 20 ppm H2O) [176], similarly to what is observed for aqueous
electrolytes, where the protons from 3mol L-1 H2SO4 are more avail-
able for the redox process at the electrode/electrolyte interface than in
6mol L-1 KOH [165].

4.4. Redox-activity of electrolytic species at the positive electrode

As already described in Section 4.1, EDLCs store energy through
reversible trapping of the charge carriers at the electrode/electrolyte
interface without surface-confined redox reactions. However, if the
electrolyte species reveal a redox activity, a symmetric AC/AC electro-
chemical capacitor may be transformed into a hybrid one. For example,

Fig. 11. Variation of pH values on the surface of an AC electrode after cathodic (−500
mA g-1) charging for 12 h in solutions of various initial pH [167].

Fig. 12. Cyclic voltammograms (2mV s-1) of an activated carbon electrode in 1mol L-1

Li2SO4 obtained by stepwise shift of the negative vertex potential. The dotted vertical line
at −0.35 V vs NHE corresponds to the thermodynamic potential of water reduction
(adapted from Ref. [175]).
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when potassium iodide is used as electrolyte in an AC/AC cell,
reversible redox reactions (Eqs. (13)–(17)) [177,178] appear between
0 and 0.14 V vs Hg/Hg2Cl2 at the carbon/aqueous electrolyte interface
of the positive electrode; at the same time, the negative electrode
reveals an EDL behavior with the typical triangular shape of the GCPL
curve (Fig. 13a) [179].

I I e2 ↔ + 2−
2

− (13)

I I e3 ↔ + 2−
3
− − (14)

I I e2 ↔ 3 + 23
−

2
− (15)

I I I+ ↔2 3
−

5
− (16)

I I I2 + ↔2
−

5
− (17)

Owing to the series dependence of the equivalent electrochemical
circuit (Eq. (5)), when the capacity C+ is much greater than the
capacitance C-, the overall capacitance of the system is essentially
controlled by the capacitance of the EDL negative electrode (C ≈ C-), as
opposed to the case of a typical EDLC where C ≈ 0.5C-. As a matter of
fact, about two times larger capacitance of 240 F g-1 (calculated per
average active mass of the two electrodes) is revealed for an AC/AC
capacitor in 1mol L-1 KI during galvanostatic cycling at 2 A g-1 as
compared to 130 F g-1 for a cell with the same carbon electrodes
(received by KOH activation) in 1mol L-1 H2SO4 [179]. The maximum
voltage reported for ECs in redox-active iodide electrolyte is around
1.2 V [180]; however, devices including Li2SO4 as supporting electro-
lyte together with KI can operate even up to 1.6 V, owing to the afore
mentioned high over-potential of di-hydrogen evolution at the negative
electrode (Section 4.3) [181]. Furthermore, owing to the redox activity
of the 2I-/I2 system, the self-discharge displayed by the cells using
Li2SO4+KI is lower than in Li2SO4, which is another advantage of
hybridization [150]. Recent works have demonstrated that the carbon/
iodide interface is not established between the carbon surface and
redox species dissolved in the electrolyte, but between polyiodides
trapped inside the porosity of the positive electrode (which then
operates as a traditional solid battery-type one) and the electrolyte.
Since the redox species do not remain dissolved in the aqueous
electrolyte, an insignificant charge redistribution is observed when
the cell is set to open-circuit conditions [182].

In-situ Raman spectroscopy has been used to identify the species
trapped in the porosity of AC under positive polarization and also to
detect any structural modification of the electrode (i.e. changes in D
and G peaks). The D and G bands and in particular the ID/IG ratio are
not significantly changed after positive polarization of an AC electrode
in NaI electrolyte [183]. Distinct Raman peaks characteristic of various
polyiodide species appear at very similar Raman shifts as those

disclosed for the AC ball-milled with the iodine solution [184]. For
example, after one hour of potentiostatic polarization at 750mV of an
AC electrode in 2mol L-1 NaI (Fig. 13b), a broad Raman peak at around
165 cm-1 related to I5

- in presence of free I2 (linear L-shaped and bent
V-shaped units at around 148 and 169 cm-1, respectively) was found
[184]. A peak at 108 cm-1 discloses triiodide I3

- units, whilst fit peaks at
around 112, 218 and 328 cm-1 suggest additional formation of linear
symmetric I3

- chains (i.e., in the (benz)HI3 structure).
Another proposed strategy to transform a positive AC electrode into

a battery-type one (which operates in a narrow potential range),
whereas the negative electrode remains of EDL-type, is to add
hydroquinone (HQ) to 1mol L-1 H2SO4 electrolyte [185,186].
However, when such cell is charged up to a voltage of 1 V, the high
capacity induced by hydroquinone/p-benzoquinone (HQ/BQ) redox
reaction at the surface of the positive electrode imposes a widening of
the negative electrode potential range, and consequently a downshift of
its minimum potential from −0.68 V to −0.96 V vs Hg/Hg2SO4. As a
result, the electrolyte is decomposed and hydrogen is produced at the
negative electrode (see Section 4.3), which entails a decrease of long-
term stability of the cell in HQ/H2SO4 electrolyte, as demonstrated by a
decrease of cell capacitance to 65% of its initial value after 4000 cycles
up to 1 V [185]. Furthermore, BQ generated during charging dissolves
in the electrolyte confined in the porosity of the positive electrode and
diffuses towards the surface of the negative one. This so-called shuttle
effect is considered to be the primary reason for the fast self-discharge
of the system with HQ revealed by a voltage drop from 0.8 V to 0.05 V
in 3100 s, as compared to a decrease to only 0.3 V after 11,500 s for the
system without HQ [187]. For these reasons, it has been proposed to
apply an ion-exchange membrane as separator to block the migration
of the electrolytic species between the electrodes [187]. Another option
to reduce self-discharge by supressing the shuttle effect, while gaining
from enhanced capacitance values, is to choose a redox-active electro-
lyte converting into insoluble species during charging [187] or trapping
the active species in the electrode porosity [179]. For instance,
charging of an EC with 0.4mol L-1 CuSO4 in 1mol L-1 H2SO4 results
in the reduction of electroactive Cu2+ to Cu0, which is insoluble in water
and deposits onto the negative electrode [187]. Nevertheless, further
cycling may lead to ion-starvation, while the porosity of carbon maybe
simultaneously blocked, resulting in the reduction of negative electrode
surface area.

In summary, combining porous carbon electrodes with appropriate
electrolytes offers many possibilities for enhancing the performance of
EDLCs, especially if getting high specific capacitance values is one of
the main targets. Nevertheless, it should be always remembered that,
due to the porous texture, the local environment (e.g., pH, electrolyte
concentration) can be different in the porosity of the carbon electrode,

Fig. 13. (a) Galvanostatic charge/discharge (500mA g-1) of a two-electrode AC/AC cell in 1mol L-1 KI solution (the cell was equipped with a SCE reference electrode to record the
evolution of positive and negative electrode potentials when the system is charged/discharged) [179]. (b) In-situ Raman spectra recorded after potentiostatic polarization (750mV vs
SCE for 1 h) of an AC electrode in 2mol L-1 NaI after subtracting the data recorded at OCV (adapted from Ref. [183]).
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on its outer surface, and in the bulk electrolyte. The electrode
architecture may also favor the trapping of some inactive species (such
as electrolyte decomposition products) [188,189], which reduce the
electrode surface area available for the charge carriers, reducing the
cycle-life of the cells.

5. Capacitive deionization (CDI)

5.1. Introduction

Capacitive deionization (CDI) is an emerging technology used to
remove dissolved ions from a feed-water by storing them in a charged
EDL within carbon micropores [18–20]. The main applications for CDI
include energy efficient brackish water desalination and water soft-
ening. First conceptualized in the 1960s [190], a CDI cell consists of
two microporous carbon electrodes sandwiching a porous dielectric
separator, and the latter component also serves as the feed flow
channel (Fig. 14A). The active electrode material used is most typically
microporous activated carbon, and the electrode film consists of
activated carbon particles, binder, and a conductive additive such as
carbon black [191]. The electrode can also be a carbon aerogel
monolith, or contain as active material carbon nanotubes, graphene,
heteroatom doped carbons, and various metal oxide composite materi-
als [19,124,192]. Applying a low voltage of around 1 V per electrode
pair results in salt ions being electrosorbed into the micropores of the
oppositely charged electrode, and desalination of the flowing feed-
stream. Once the electrode pair is fully charged, discharging results in
salt release into the feedwater, entailing an effluent brine stream. A
variation of this basic cell architecture includes adding an ion exchange
membrane in front of each electrode, which is termed membrane CDI
(Fig. 14B). Including membranes enables improvement in desalination
energy efficiency and ion removal capacity by blocking the parasitic co-
ions current at the electrode/separator interface [193,194]. A second
variation is to flow the feed directly through macropores in the porous
electrodes instead of between the electrodes (an architecture known as
flow-through electrode CDI, FTE CDI; Fig. 14C).

The most widely cited metric characterizing the performance of a
CDI cell is the electrode salt adsorption capacity (SAC) [19], in units of
mg g−1 (mg NaCl removed per g of electrode material). For calculating
SAC, the salt adsorption is normalized by the mass of the electrode
pair, which is typically the total electrode mass (not just the mass of the
active microporous carbon material) [19]. For a charge half-cycle which
proceeds to equilibrium, a SAC of up to ca. 15–20mg g−1 can be
obtained by microporous carbons [100,197]. Care must be taken in the
control and reporting of the experimental conditions used for SAC
measurements, as SAC can strongly depend on the initial salt con-
centration and applied voltage [198,199]. In terms of the design of

porous carbon electrodes, one critical factor is the specific micropore
volume (in mL g-1), as increasing micropore volume enables a higher
SAC during a complete charge half-cycle [200]. A predictive model
applying increasing ion concentration with decreasing pore size has
successfully described the SAC over a wide range of porous carbon
materials with known pore size distributions [100]. The kinetics of the
desalination process, quantified by a metric known as the average salt
adsorption rate (ASAR), is not a function of the microporous carbon
material alone, with important influence of the separator material,
contact resistance, electrode thickness and electrode density [100,201].

Today, the most common application for CDI is brackish water
desalination; however, CDI has also been investigated towards waste-
water remediation, water softening, microfluidic sample preparation,
and separations in organic solvents [19]. It is important to note that
CDI is not limited to the common case of sodium chloride solutions and
the removal of many other ions has been studied and demonstrated,
such as potassium, boron, calcium, fluoride, or nitrate [202–204]. CDI
with porous carbon electrodes is not typically utilized to desalt high
salinity streams such as seawater, as the high initial co-ion concentra-
tion in micropores for such feeds leads to increased parasitic co-ion
current and to low energy efficiency during cell charging [205,206]. The
recent advent of CDI cells leveraging intercalation materials rather
than porous carbons may allow for overcoming the latter limitations,
by varying the mechanism of salt storage during cell charging from
electrosorption in micropores to intercalation within bulk electrode
materials [207,208]. Such cells have demonstrated values of SAC
beyond what is attainable with porous carbons alone [209]. Other
recent advances in electrode materials have leveraged surface functio-
nalization of porous carbon electrodes to add charged surface groups
into the micropores. This functionalization can change the dominant
micropore electric charge compensation mechanism, and enable novel
operational regimes such as inverted CDI, enhanced CDI, and ex-
tended-voltage CDI [199,210,211]. Surface functionalizing CDI elec-
trodes has been shown to enable extended cell cycle life [212], or to
improve electrode SAC [210].

5.2. EDLC and CDI: similarities and differences

At a first glance, CDI cells and EDLCs possess many similarities.
Both concepts employ a pair of porous electrodes which store ions in
the EDL within micropores during charging, and both must be
operated in a two-stage process involving charge/discharge cycles.
Further, for both cells, the most widely used electrode material for
electrosorption is a porous carbon with significant microporosity. The
similarities are emphasized by a CDI Ragone plot (called Kim-Yoon
plot), shown in Fig. 15, whereby the salt adsorption capacity (SAC) vs.
average salt adsorption rate (ASAR) for desalination by CDI cells is
plotted [19,213]. This plot shows the tradeoffs in CDI cells between
capacity and rate, and thus is similar in concept to the energy density
vs. power density Ragone plot for energy storage often used to compare
energy storage technologies such as electrochemical capacitors and
batteries [214]. As is shown in Fig. 15, for constant voltage operation of
a CDI cell, shorter cycles allow for higher salt adsorption rates at the
expense of salt adsorption capacity.

Although many similarities exist, there are also many important
differences between static electrode CDI cells and EDLCs. The most
apparent is that, while EDLCs are operated without flowing the
electrolytes, in CDI cells flow is required to deliver feedwater and
extract desalted water from the cell. Another difference is in the choice
of electrolyte, as EDLC cells often utilize relatively highly concentrated
organic electrolytes (order 1mol L-1) or ionic liquids, yet CDI cells are
limited to the feed-stream requiring treatment as the electrolyte, which
is mainly aqueous and characterized by lower ion concentration (< 0.1
mol L-1). Bridging this gap between CDI and EDLCs, an emerging
application for CDI towards ion separations within organic solvent
streams has only begun to be explored, yielding promising initial

Fig. 14. Scheme of the main classes of static (film) electrode CDI systems, which include
(A) CDI cells with feed flow between electrodes, (B) membrane CDI, and C) flow-through
electrode CDI. Membranes can enable improved charge and energy efficiency of the
desalination process [195], whereas flowing through the electrodes’ macropores enables
fast charging and application of compact cells [196].
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results such as higher SAC than can be achieved with aqueous solutions
[215,216]. Another key difference related to choice of electrolyte is in
the dynamics of the charging process in CDI and EDLCs. EDLCs are
designed to avoid ion starvation (a local low concentration of ions)
during cell charging [217], which is accomplished by the use of high
ionic strength electrolytes. CDI systems, however, are designed for
strong ion starvation as a means of desalination. Thus, the charging
dynamics for EDLCs can be approximated by a suitable linear circuit
model, such as a transmission line model with an RC-type charging
time governing the dynamics [218]. By contrast, in CDI the dynamics
can be highly nonlinear and are often characterized by multiple time
scales [32].

The nature of electric charge compensation occurring in micropores
is of importance in both EDLCs and CDI, but for different reasons
[195]. In CDI, if charge compensation is dominated by the adsorption
of counterions, then the feedstream (outside the micropores) is
desalinated. However, if charge compensation were to occur exclusively
due to ion swapping or dominated by co-ion expulsion, this would
result in, no desalination of the feedstream, or an upconcentration of
the feedstream, respectively (Fig. 16). To illustrate the crucial role of
ion compensation mechanisms on CDI, recent experiments [212] and
theory [199] have shown that adding charged surface groups, such as

carboxyl or amine groups, to carbon micropores can cause a switch
from counter-ion adsorption to co-ion expulsion as the dominant ion
compensation mechanism, resulting in inverted cell operation (in-
verted-CDI). In this operational regime, the response of the CDI cell to
applied voltages is completely inverted, as the feed is desalted on cell
discharge and brine forms on cell charge. Quantifying the charge
compensation mechanism is the CDI metric of charge efficiency,
defined as the fraction of salt moles removed from the feed-water
during cell charging to the moles of electric charge stored in the porous
electrodes [198,205]. The latter ratio is always less than one due to the
parasitic effect of co-ion current driving expulsion from the micro-
pores, although charge efficiency may approach unity at high cell
voltages [219]. For EDLCs, determining the charge compensation
mechanism gives important insights into the complex interplay be-
tween pore size, ion size and ion solvation state with pore charge (for
more details about charging mechanisms in EDLCs see Section 4.1)
[142,145,206,220,221].

5.3. Flow-electrode CDI

Another major, emerging, category of CDI cell architecture uses
flowing suspension electrodes rather than static film electrodes, an
architecture termed flow electrode capacitive deionization (FCDI;
Fig. 17). Static electrodes [222–224] are those made of an intercon-
nected solid material, such as an activated carbon film, whereas flow
electrodes consist of conductive carbon particles suspended in the
flowing electrolyte (Fig. 17) [225,226]. First demonstrated by Jeon
et al., [225,226] CDI utilizing flowable suspension electrodes has
quickly become a highly active area of research due to the unique
ability of these electrodes to enable continuous water desalination
[227–229]. Rather than discharging the CDI cell itself, the carbon
particles can flow out of the cell and be discharged downstream, for
example in a mixing vessel [230], a second cell [231], or next
compartment [227]. By contrast, CDI cells with static electrodes can
only output desalted effluent for a certain time (the charge half-cycle),
and then output brine (the discharge half-cycle). While enabling new
functionalities, desalination by flowable electrodes also possesses
drawbacks. Notably, static electrodes allow for typically orders of
magnitude higher electrode electronic conductivity than flowable
electrodes [232], and the latter often suffer from high flow viscosity
increasing pump requirements over static systems [231,233].
Suspension electrodes have also been applied to EDLCs and flow
battery systems for energy storage [234,235]; however, CDI is seen as
an especially promising application for such electrodes. In EDLCs,
flowable electrodes cause significant decrease in power density over
that achieved by static electrode systems and also suffer from an
enhanced self-discharge rate [236]. Such limitations are not crucial for
CDI suspension electrodes, as they are typically discharged immedi-

Fig. 15. A Kim-Yoon plot (a CDI Ragone plot) [213], based on Ref. [19], which presents
the salt adsorption capacity (SAC) versus the salt removal rate (ASAR); Vcell is the cell
voltage applied during the charging half-cycle, and HCT is the half cycle time of the CDI
cell; shorter cycles can result in faster salt removal, yet lower amount of salt removed.

Fig. 16. Scheme of possible charge compensation mechanisms in carbon micropores. In all cases, two electrons are added to the carbon micropore surface (via an external power
supply), which can result in several responses of the mobile ions: (a) counter-ion adsorption into the pore from the feedstream (the solution outside the micropore), (b) ion swapping
between the pore and the bulk electrolyte, and (c) co ion expulsion to the bulk electrolyte. Only scenario a) results in the desalination of the bulk electrolyte, while all three scenarios store
the same amount of electric charge (based on Ref. [199]).
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ately after charging and do not have the primary function of storing
energy [229].

Efforts in flow electrode materials research have so far been focused
in empirically determining key electrode properties such as viscosity
and electrical conductivity, and exploring different electrode config-
urations such as slurry, fluidized beds and combined suspension
electrodes [228,237,238]. In an effort to improve electric charge
transport through the flowable electrode, one key research thrust is
the maximization of electrode carbon weight percent (wt%) (defined as
the weight of flowing carbon divided by total flow electrode weight
including carbon and electrolyte) [239]. Flow electrodes are typically
slurries and are limited to ~ 20 wt% of carbon in order to remain
flowable [98,228], but recently over 30 wt% carbon content was
attained with fluidized bed electrodes, while flowing and desalting
[230]. In fluidized beds, unlike slurries, carbon particles are subjected
to significant gravitational force which allows for densely packed
flowing electrode structures (Fig. 17). Towards optimal design of the
porous carbon particles, the emphasis in FCDI shifts from high salt
storage capability (high maximum SAC) to fast salt uptake by the
flowing carbon particles (high ASAR). The design of carbon particles
for fast salt uptake is coupled to the issue of improving electric charge
transport through the electrode, and remains largely unexplored. For
FCDI, it is more convenient to use a different set of metrics to describe
the electrode performance than in static electrode CDI. One critical
metric is current efficiency, defined as the flux of salt removed from the
feed-water divided by Faraday's constant times the cell current, which
is analogous to charge efficiency for static electrodes [19].

6. Capacitive energy harvesting from concentration
gradients

The spontaneous mixing of solutions with differing concentrations,
such as sea and river water, thermolytic salts, or solutions with varying
gas phase CO2 concentration results in a release of energy. In
particular, the mixing of river and sea water results in the release of
an estimated 2.6 TW per year worldwide [240]. Mixing energy harvest-
ing refers to a set of technologies which can capture part of this energy
by converting it to electricity [16,17]. Classic mixing energy harvesting
technologies include pressure retarded osmosis (PRO) [241] and
reverse electrodialysis (RED) [242,243], and when applied to sea and
potable water, these can be described as the inverse process of water
desalination via reverse osmosis and electrodialysis, respectively. In
2009, Brogioli introduced a novel mixing energy harvesting technology
leveraging a set of charged capacitive porous carbon electrodes, termed
capacitive double-layer expansion (CDLE) [244–246]. Recent CDLE

cells utilize an architecture similar to that of typical CDI and EDLC
cells, consisting of two porous carbon electrodes and a separator [247].
A typical operation cycle begins with charging the cell while it contains
a relatively concentrated electrolyte, and then while holding the cell
electric charge constant, to replace the electrolyte by one more dilute
[31]. This results in a decrease of the cell capacitance as the EDLs in
the porous electrodes expand, since ions re-arrange to be further from
the charged carbon surfaces due to the effect of diffusion (see Eq. (2)).
As cell charge is held constant, the net effect is that in the dilute
electrolyte, the CDLE cell voltage increases [248]. Thus, subsequent
discharging of the cell can release more energy than was used to charge
the cell in concentrated electrolyte, due to the higher cell potential at
discharge (in the dilute electrolyte). For CDLE, one important criterion
is to maintain a low leakage current while the cell is charged, as without
careful attention to this parameter, the power required to maintain the
cell's potential can become larger than the power outputted during
device operation [245]. In 2012, Brogioli et al. [245] demonstrated that
a charged CDLE cell, with symmetric porous carbon electrodes held at
constant charge, exhibited a drift in voltage due to self-discharge
(leakage current) which continued until each electrode reached its
spontaneous potential (potential of the electrodes relative to a refer-
ence electrode when 0 V is applied to the CDLE cell) relative to a
suitable reference electrode. By judiciously choosing materials and cell
voltage to minimize leakage current, the authors demonstrated a CDLE
cell delivering a maximum power density of 50mW cm-2 (Fig. 18)
[245]. Recently, research has focused on surface functionalization of
the porous carbons to add charged surface groups, such as carboxyl
groups (similar to modifications used for CDI electrodes, see Section
5), or to enable electrode proton selectivity [249,250].

The past several years have seen the rapid development of several
technologies for harvesting mixing energy related to CDLE including
the capacitive Donnan potential (CDP) method, the utilization of
bioelectrochemical cells to drive the harvesting process, and also the
use of flow (or slurry) electrodes [17,251,252]. These techniques, as
well as the original CDLE method, fall all under the umbrella term
“capacitive mixing” or, for short, “CAPMIX”.CDP is an alternative
method for mixing energy harvesting using porous carbon electrodes
together with ion exchange membranes [17]. One anion and one cation
exchange membranes are placed on the separator side of the porous
carbon electrodes, and the variations between the membrane Donnan
potentials can drive the charging and discharging of the porous
electrodes without the need for an external power supply. When a
dilute solution replaces the more concentrated one, the cell potential
rises, and then decreases when the more concentrated solution is
entered into the system, and this charging and discharging results in a

Fig. 17. (a, b) Comparison of flowable electrode CDI cells with (a) fluidized bed electrodes, and (b) flow electrodes (also known as slurry electrodes). While solid particles in slurries are
entrained by the electrolyte, fluidized beds utilize larger particles and flow against gravity to enable formation of densely packed electrode structures. (c) Example data showing
continuous and closed-loop desalination of a feed stream via fluidized bed capacitive deionization over a time period of several days [230].
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current response of the cell when connected to a load. Recently, it has
been demonstrated that ion exchange membranes can be replaced by a
polyelectrolyte coating carbon electrodes to exploit the Donnan poten-
tial [253]. While CDP can be used without requiring an external power
source, an increase in the cell power output can be achieved if charge
from an external power supply is added to the cell during the charging
step. The latter is known as forced CDP, and has demonstrated
maximum power density higher than 200mWm-2. Forced CDP devices
have been built which operate within the electric field set by a
bioelectrochemical fuel cell system with a microbial fuel cell anode
and oxygen cathode [252]. Such a device showed a remarkable
maximum power density of 7Wm-2, on par with the power obtainable
from state-of-the-art PRO system (Fig. 18) [252].

Recently, the advent of carbon slurry electrodes for water desalina-
tion in CDI systems has also translated to energy harvesting by
CAPMIX systems [228]. Like in CDI, flow electrodes enable function-
alities in mixing energy harvesting over what can be obtained from
static electrode systems. The main benefit is the demonstrated ability
for a constant and continuous power output from the harvesting
system, unlike static electrode CDLE systems which deliver their
maximum power at the beginning of the discharge stages, but then
deliver less power as the discharge progresses. This benefit was first
shown by Porada et al., who used a single cell with slurry electrodes

and ion exchange membranes to demonstrate continuous power
generation of 32mWm-2 [228]. Hatzell et al. demonstrated a flow
electrode CAPMIX system which delivered continuously 50mWm-2,
when configured as a four reactor system in series [251].

As CAPMIX is a very new, yet fast emerging technology, there
remain many questions towards its long term viability. One key
question which needs to be answered is about the costs and energy
requirements associated with solution pre-treatment and fouling for
these CAPMIX technologies. Such requirements are significant, and
were shown to be serious constraints towards commercialization of
PRO systems for the mixing of river and sea water [254]. In the
CAPMIX technological family, there are a wide variety of cell archi-
tectures used and so there may also be wide differences in pre-
treatment requirements and fouling characteristics. For example, the
technologies range from the use of relatively robust porous carbon
electrodes in CDLE cells, all the way to highly complex bioelectro-
chemical cells with ion exchange membranes. Compared to the more
mature technologies of PRO and RED, highly optimized performance
from CAPMIX systems has not yet been attained. In Fig. 18, a historical
review of the development of the CAPMIX field is presented through
comparison of maximum attained power densities. The comparison of
powers obtained to that seen in the more mature mixing energy
harvesting technologies of PRO and RED highlights that CAPMIX is
generally at lower power density. The bioelectrochemical system of
Hatzell et al. has shown the most promising power delivery to date,
attaining PRO levels [252].

7. Capacitive actuation

As described in Section 4.2, the adsorption of ions into the pores of
carbon upon polarization can entail dimensional changes in the
electrodes of an EDLC [149] and affect its performance during cycling
due to conductivity decrease of the electrode material. However, the
change in electrodes volume can also be a desired effect, for example in
case of ionic electroactive polymer (iEAP) composites, also known as
ionic capacitive laminates (ICLs). When charging an ICL, one of the
electrodes contracts while the other expands [255], and as a result the
material acts as an actuator and converts electrical energy into
mechanical and vice versa [256,257]. In opposition to classical EDLC
or CDI cells, where the electrodes are in physical contact with the
separator, the carbon electrodes of ionic capacitive laminates are
bonded together with the separating membrane, and the whole
laminate is filled with the electrolyte as shown in Fig. 19a. Such
three-layer design exploits small volume changes in the electrodes and
translates them into a maximum mechanical response needed for the
realization of bending devices [258–260].

Fig. 18. A historical review of the maximum power density achieved by various
capacitive mixing technologies, compared to the power densities achieved by traditional
mixing energy harvesting, pressure retarded osmosis (PRO, blue region) and reverse
electro dialysis (RED, red region). Legend: CDLE = capacitive double-layer expansion.

Fig. 19. (a) Three-layer actuator design with electrodes bonded together with the separating membrane and filled with the electrolyte. (b) Actuator after a voltage stimulus is applied
[267].
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The mechanical operation of an iEAP actuator is explained by ions
movement triggered by charging and discharging, yet the exact
mechanism causing the strain difference in the material is still an open
debate for several existing theories. In 1999, Baughman et al. con-
structed the first carbon-based iEAP actuator using CNT bucky paper
electrodes stick with a silicone adhesive to both sides of a polyamide
tape separator [261]. The volume change was attributed to quantum
chemical charge injection, which directly changes the C-C bond length.
Later, electrodes containing a mixture of carbon nanotubes, ionic liquid
and polymer binder were proposed to build a bucky-gel actuator with
improved bending magnitude [258]. Owing to the smaller concentra-
tion of CNTs in this type of actuator (as compared to Ref. [261]), the
authors argued that the intercalation of ions between the concentric
carbon layers of multi-walled carbon nanotubes and the resulting
volumetric change should be considered as the primary mechanism in
the strain generation of iEAP actuators. The size of ions plays an
important role during the electrically induced intercalation mechan-
ism: the larger ions (usually cations) generate an expansion of one of
the electrodes (usually the negatively charged electrode), and smaller
ions (usually anions) allow the contraction of the second electrode
(usually the positive one) (Fig. 19b) [262]. It has been also suggested
that different mobility between cations and anions could explain the
actuation mechanism [263].

So far, various carbon materials, such as carbon nanotubes
[261,264], graphene [265], carbide-derived carbons [266,267], carbon
aerogels [268], and activated carbons [266] have been implemented in
ICLs. Actuators made of these materials display high mechanical
flexibility, structural simplicity, absence of acoustic noise during
actuation and high strength-to-mass ratio. In addition, the actuators
utilizing carbon electrodes can be designed with suitable size and
shape, and may be used in various environments (ambient conditions,
under vacuum and in liquids).

A new type of quasi-all-solid actuator has been obtained by using a
gel ionic liquid electrolyte together with a soft actuator material
produced through a layer-by-layer casting method [258]. In this
technique, films are obtained by pouring a gel electrode suspension
composed of carbon particles well-dispersed in a solvent on a gelati-
nous membrane; then, the membrane is sandwiched between the two
electrodes by hot-pressing.

The layer-by-layer casting method has been also used to assemble
actuators with TiC-derived carbons (CDCs) synthesized by chlorination
at 400 °C, 800 °C and 950 °C, and having SBET of 1113m2 g-1, 1470m2

g-1 and 1843m2 g-1, and average pore size of 0.65 nm, 0.97 nm and

1.02 nm, respectively [234]. Bending strain values of 0.09% to 0.62%
have been found for CDC-400 °C and CDC-950 °C, respectively [234].
The actuator based on the Mo2C-based carbon with the largest specific
surface area and average pore size demonstrated the fastest response
and contributed to the largest strain values.

A competitive technology for preparing carbon-based actuator
laminates is called Direct Assembly Process (DAP) [259]. In this
method, an electrode solution is sprayed onto the two sides of an
electrolyte-soaked polymer membrane to form ICLs. By using DAP, it is
easy to manufacture ICLs with different electrode thicknesses, just by
spraying a different number of electrode layers. To improve the
electronic conductivity, the electrodes may be covered with current
collectors made of 100 nm thick gold foil. Various carbons (CDC,
carbon aerogel and activated carbons) have been used in the DAP
process for preparing actuator materials.

Recently, new methods have been introduced to manufacture thin
actuator electrodes at a large scale. For example, spin coating or layer-
by-layer deposition of the electroactive material around a woven fabric
substrate allows actuators with good repeatability to be obtained [269].
In general, ionic capacitive laminates can be used for several applica-
tions, e.g., for moving small objects, as mechano-electrical or humidity
sensors, energy storage devices or energy harvesting from mechanical
movement or humidity gradients [270].

8. Potential-controlled chromatography

Besides the aforementioned technologies, the electrosorption of
charged species can be also employed for an enhanced type of liquid
chromatography, called either potential-controlled chromatography
[21], or electrochemically modulated liquid chromatography (EMLC)
[271,272], or electrochemically modulated liquid chromatographic
separation [273]. A typical column used for EMLC is based on a
three-electrode configuration, where a conductive carbon material is
used both as stationary phase and working electrode (WE), whereas a
porous stainless steel cylinder acts as counter electrode (CE) (Fig. 20).
An ion-conductive polymer film is situated between the carbon working
electrode and the stainless steel cylinder counter electrode to prevent
electrically short-circuiting the WE and CE. The column is fitted with a
reservoir filled with an electrolyte, which surrounds the stainless steel
(SS) cylinder; the reference electrode (RE) is placed inside this
reservoir. When a potential difference is applied between WE and
CE, the electrostatic interactions between the analyte and the con-
ductive stationary phase are modified, and in consequence, the
chromatographic retention is changed. Hence, the selectivity of the
column can be dynamically manipulated by adjusting the potential
which is applied between the stationary phase and the counter
electrode. This feature enables also to enhance the concentration of
certain molecules by introducing time-controlled withholding/releas-
ing. The properties of the column can be adapted for various applica-
tions by changing/modifying the carbon material. So far, glassy carbon
[272], carbon fibers [271], porous graphitic carbon [274] have been
used as conductive stationary phase.

EMLC has been used for example for the extraction of seven
triazines from soil samples by varying the potential of the stationary
phase and the pH of the analyte [273]. In combination with different
separation methods, such as reversed-phase capillary liquid chromato-
graphy, EMLC is also a powerful analysis technique.

9. Conclusion

Carbons characterized by highly extended surface area and pores
which match with the size of electrolyte ions appear as the most
suitable electrode materials for capacitive applications, where a high
amount of charge should be efficiently accumulated in an EDL. The
high interest in carbons is also on account of their high conductivity,
versatility of morphologies, ability to tune the porous texture, controll-

Fig. 20. Schematic illustration of an electrochemically modulated liquid chromatogra-
phy column [241].
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ability of surface functionalities, high natural abundance of precursors
and low cost. Nevertheless, for each of the applications detailed in this
review, it is important to look through the specific set of desires in
order to select the most appropriate carbonaceous material.

The parameters closely connected with the porous texture (specific
surface area, pore volume, size and shape of pores, tortuosity) play an
important role in the capacitive performance. One should be always
aware that the EDL composition, and its formation mechanisms in the
confined porosity of an electrode, is different from the models
presented for an electrode flat surface. During charging, the EDL
formed inside micropores is composed not only of single counter-ionic
species, but of co-ions and solvent molecules. Moreover, the specific
surface area of porous carbon electrodes estimated by use of a gas
probe (the most often nitrogen) cannot be directly considered for
predicting the capacitive performance in presence of electrolyte species
of different size and affinity with pore walls.

When considering the capacitive technologies, the importance of
electrode architecture, thickness and other physical parameters cannot
be ignored. For example, if the ion transport rate should be improved
to ensure the charge storage, materials with a large external surface
area (such as graphene, carbon onions or carbon nanotubes) should be
preferred to provide a hierarchic transport pathway. When considering
energy efficient water desalination with flowable carbon suspension
electrodes, the particle shape and agglomeration, and viscosity of
suspension become important factors to maximize the ratio of moles
of salt removed from the water feedstock to the moles of electrons
transferred during cell charging.

As it is well-know, to some extent, a high surface area of carbon
electrodes supports their capacitive properties; yet, it is not often
considered that reversible trapping of inorganic charge carriers in the
electrode pores is an opportunity for faradaic contributions as well as
enhancement of operating voltage. In EDLCs with neutral aqueous
electrolytes and highly porous electrodes, the trapped OH- species
cause a local pH change inside the pores of the negative electrode. A
higher pH in the porosity of the electrode than on its outer surface
entails the over-potential for di-hydrogen evolution, which enables the
AC/AC capacitors in (Li, K, Na)2SO4 to reach roughly twice larger
potential window than in the ‘standard’ water media (H2SO4, KOH).
Furthermore, if species trapped in the porosity of a carbon electrode
reveal a redox activity, a symmetric carbon/carbon EDLC can be
transformed into a hybrid one. For instance, the utilization of hydro-
quinone (as an additive to H2SO4) or iodide (as electrolyte itself or
added to neutral aqueous sulfate solutions) leads to transform the
positive electrode into a battery-type one, owing to redox reactions
which take place at the carbon/electrolyte interface, whereas the
negative electrode remains of the EDL-type. Hence, such hybridization
demonstrates potentialities for gaining in capacitance, and conse-
quently energy of eco-friendly capacitive storage devices.

Undoubtedly, high surface area nanostructured carbons and elec-
trodes manufactured from these carbons do reveal benefits and
limitations in the various capacitive technologies considered in this
paper. Therefore, in order to guide researchers and engineers in finding
the most proper carbon for a certain technology, our aim was to review
the sets of specific requirements expected from electrode materials.
Hence, on this basis, most of the materials which have been suggested
as alternative to high surface area nanostructured carbons for capaci-
tive technologies are generally not realistic because of their higher cost
and very often fair performance. As also highlighted in the manuscript,
besides the huge role of the electrodes in these technologies, the
influence of the electrolytic solution on the EDL formation in the
porosity of carbon electrodes and on the resulting stability potential
window cannot be neglected. In this context, the new opportunities
offered by the recent claims on e.g., so-called water-in-salt electrolytes
represent an interesting research direction which should be investi-
gated to develop high energy eco-friendly electrochemical capacitors.
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